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With some people being so self-centered in today’s world, many forget the 
importance of helping others. The influence that one person can have on another might 
be so impactful that it could change their whole perspective on how they view 
themselves and their outlook on life. Jenna’s List is brilliant in it’s simplicity and its ability 
to encourage others into positive actions.  The list includes three simple statements that 
can be incorporated into everyday life that will make people happy, encouraged and 
inspired to do things that they never thought possible.  
 

Jenna’s list: work hard, be nice to others and give compliments. These are traits 
that require no talent but exclude no one from practicing these simple truths. By 
implementing these into my life, I am not only bringing out the best of myself but also 
causing others to do the same  As simple as these three ideas may be, they are vital to 
taking on each day one step at a time with the purpose of making a difference in 
someone else’s life. Without this list, our day to day activities would be void of purpose, 
meaning and empathy. 
  

Seeing Jenna’s banner at practice each and every day reminds me to be a better 
version of myself and to influence others to do the same. The little things in life are what 
make us happy and bring joy to others. Practicing these ideas with the people I know in 
the pool, at school, and at church can help spread values that are important in this world 
and how we need to be kind to one another. As one of the StormHawk Swim & Dive 
captains, I strive to inspire the team to give them their all in practices and in big meets. I 
make every effort to include JV, Varsity and all grades in the team experience. 

 
I hope that Jena’s list hangs in the pool for years to come and young swimmers 

ask about who she was and why it’s there. Her list has inspired me to work hard in 
school and give it my all in other sports. Her list aligns with how my parents have always 
taught me to be kind to others and encourage those who need a little boost in their day. 
Chaska/Chanhassen has been a great place to grow up. West Express has been a 
huge part of my life and Jenna’s list will stay with me for a long time. 
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